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Reduced predation pressure as a potential driver of prey
diversity and abundance in complex habitats
Chia-chen Chang 1✉ and Peter A. Todd 1✉

Habitat complexity is positively associated with biodiversity and abundance and is often a focus of habitat restoration programmes,
however, the mechanisms underlying these relationships are not yet resolved. In this Perspective, we postulate that reduced
predation pressure in complex habitats could contribute to increased prey diversity and abundance. Based on a systematic review
and meta-analysis of experimental studies, reduced predation pressure in complex habitats is consistent across freshwater and
marine ecosystems, field and laboratory experiments, different hunting modes of predators, and different numbers of prey species.
However, the effects are less clear in terrestrial ecosystems. Easing predation pressure, in conjunction with increased resources for
prey, could help explain the high biodiversity and abundance found in complex habitats. This knowledge can be used in restoration
and ecological engineering projects to maximise species diversity and abundance gains.
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HABITAT COMPLEXITY, PREDATION PRESSURE AND
BIODIVERSITY
Even though habitat complexity can lead to increased species
richness and abundance1–3, and is gaining traction as a strategy in
restoration programmes4–6, exactly how complexity has these
effects remains unclear. There is, however, substantial evidence
that predation pressure is negatively associated with both prey
diversity and biomass7,8 and, if predation pressure is lower in
complex habitats, this could result in greater species richness and
abundance. The research on the “predation pressure—complex
habitat” relationship is disparate and has not yet been synthe-
sised. Therefore, in this Perspective, we investigate whether and
how the strength of predator-prey interactions differs between
structurally simple versus complex habitats through a systematic
review and meta-analysis of the experimental studies conducted
to date.
Habitat complexity is commonly defined as the amount of, or

the variation in, physical structure in space9. This includes density,
spatial arrangement, and the number of structural types9. Habitat
complexity is critical for both species richness and abundance1–3.
A recent study in coral reef habitat patches showed that more
than 50% of biodiversity can be explained by reef habitat structure
alone10. The positive relationship between biodiversity/abun-
dance and complexity could be due to greater resources,
especially food and available spaces, facilitating niche differentia-
tion and thus reducing competition and promoting coexistence11.
Importantly, predation mediates competition, and predation may
be more important than competition in regulating biodiver-
sity12,13. Predation pressure can drive prey to limited predator-free
habitats, which introduces competition among prey species and
disturbs stable coexistence14. Recent ecosystem manipulations of
small Caribbean islands found that the introduction of new
predators destabilised the coexistence of competing prey
species14. Predator-prey interactions have also been shown to
be vital in shaping global biodiversity15. For example, across 291
predator removal experiments, the presence of predators
consistently reduced both prey diversity and abundance8. As the
presence of predators or increased predator richness has been

found to reduce prey species diversity and abundance7,8, if it can
be shown that complexity reduces such predation pressure, then
this reduction could be an important driver underlying the
positive relationship between habitat complexity and biodiversity/
abundance. However, even though there exists a substantial
amount of research investigating the role of habitat complexity in
determining predation pressure, a clear pattern has yet to
emerge16–20.
The inconsistent results to date may, in part, be due to

differences in the hunting mode of predator species21. For active
predators, complex habitats provide shelters where prey can hide
and hinder predators’ movement when searching for prey22.
These effects could reduce the strength of predator-prey
interactions. For ambush predators, complex habitats can provide
cover from where they can attack prey once it moves into their
striking zone, or may offer perching sites for predators to detect
prey better23. These effects would increase the strength of
predator-prey interactions24. Furthermore, some predators switch
from active to ambush hunting strategies when they are in simple
versus complex habitats, and hence their foraging outcome might
not be affected by habitat complexity to the same extent as a
predator that does not have this flexibility25,26.
The difference in predation pressure between simple and

complex habitats may also be moderated by the number of
trophic levels in the food web, especially in the presence of
higher-level predators (i.e., top predators). The presence of top
predators can reduce the density of lower-level predators
(intermediate predators) or suppress their foraging activities,
which benefits the survival of prey27–29 (Fig. 1). A previous meta-
analysis30 of food webs that consisted of a top predator that
consumed an intermediate predator, and a shared prey that was
consumed by both the top and intermediate predators, found that
complex habitats benefitted intermediate predators. But, because
of the release of predation pressure from top predators and the
resultant increased density in intermediate predators, the shared
prey did not benefit from complex habitats30.
In addition, due to increased inter-predator competition,

greater numbers of predator species have also been found to
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reduce the average strength of predator-prey interactions8. If
habitat complexity weakens this competition, predation pressure
could increase31. Under this scenario, it is possible that complex
habitats would not have a clear effect on prey survival (Fig. 1). For
example, consumption rates of stone crabs (Menippe mercenaria)
and knobbed whelks (Busycon carica) were higher in simple
habitats than in complex habitats when in isolation from the other
species, but the difference was diminished when both these
predator species were present32.
To help elucidate the effect of habitat complexity on predator-

prey interactions, we conducted a meta-analysis of experimental
studies. We recorded the outcomes of predator-prey interactions
in simple versus complex habitats, as well as the intensity of
predator foraging behaviour (e.g., the number of encounters, the
number of strikes, time spent following or pursuing prey, the
number of prey being detected or attacked), predator activity,
prey anti-predator behaviour (e.g., the number of prey hiding,
freezing, shoaling, or fleeing), and prey activity. We predicted that
habitat complexity generally reduces predation pressure.

DATA COLLECTION
We performed a systematic literature search of published studies
on the effect of habitat complexity on predator-prey interactions
with papers published until January 14, 2021. The searching term
was TS= ((“habitat complexity” OR “topological complexity” OR
“structural complexity” OR “habitat heterogeneity” OR “environ-
mental heterogeneity” OR “environmental complexity” OR “eco-
logical complexity” OR “topographic complexity” OR
“heterogeneous environments”) AND (competition OR aggress*
OR prey OR predator OR predation OR forag*) AND (behav*)). We
restricted our analysis to experimental studies because observa-
tional studies tended to have multiple confounding environmen-
tal or ecological factors. These experiments included at least two
trophic levels where there are focal predators and focal prey
(predator-prey interactions). Some experiments also contained top
predators (or cues of top predators). We considered a top predator
as present if there was another predator species, or cue of the
predator species, that consumed the focal predators regardless of
whether they also consumed the prey in the experimental setup.
We compared predator-prey interactions between low(-est) vs
high(-est) habitat complexity (generally topographic/structural
complexity created using stone, plastic, wood, plant matter, etc.)
in each experiment. Both predators and prey were always animals
(e.g., herbivores were not considered as predators). To assign the
level of complexity, we followed the definition within the primary
study. We recorded the outcomes of predator-prey interactions
(e.g., predator’s foraging success or prey’s mortality), as well as the

intensity of predator’s foraging behaviour, predator’s general
activity, prey’s anti-predator behaviour, and prey’s general activity.
We also recorded potential moderators, i.e., the number of
predator species, number of prey species, the hunting mode of
predators (ambush, active, mixed, or multiple when multiple
predator species with different hunting modes were used),
absence/presence of the top predator, ecosystems (freshwater,
marine, or terrestrial ecosystems), and field vs lab experiments. We
noted the predator and prey species based on the description
provided by the primary study to account for possible species-
specific effects. Detailed data collection is provided in Supple-
mentary Note 1, and lists of papers in each screening process are
provided in Supplementary Data 1.
Our final dataset comprised 95 papers with 572 effect sizes (the

full list is included in Supplementary Note 2). Most experiments
were conducted under laboratory conditions (89%), investigating
freshwater (51%) and marine (40%) systems (Fig. 2a). Animals
were from 102 single predator species and 85 single prey species
(21 effect sizes were from multiple predator species and 13 were
from multiple prey species) across 11 and 13 taxonomic groups
(Class), respectively (Fig. 2b, c). Most effects sizes were from
experiments using ray-finned fish (Actinopterygii) as predators
(47%; Fig. 2b) and from experiments using ray-finned fish (21%)
and malacostracan crustaceans as prey (26%; Fig. 2c). We found
that the sample sizes in the experiments were generally small
(mean in sample sizes= 7.5, SD= 8.06), but they were mostly
balanced between the simple vs complex habitats (91.8% of effect
sizes having the same sample sizes). Most effect sizes (68%, 388
effect sizes from 86 papers) were from the outcome of predator-
prey interactions (Fig. 2d).

META-ANALYSIS
To estimate the effect of habitat complexity on predator-prey
interactions, we calculated the standardised mean difference
(Hedges’ g) with heteroscedastic population variances between
low vs high complexity groups33 to establish the effect size and its
sampling variance for each experiment in each study. The
outcome of predator-prey interaction represents the predation
pressure; higher predation success or lower prey survivorship
means higher predation pressure. A positive effect size means
stronger predation pressure in the complex habitat, while a
negative effect size means stronger predation pressure in the
simple habitat. We used multilevel meta-analytic models to
estimate the overall effect of habitat complexity on predation
pressure and multilevel meta-regressions to compare the effects
across hunting mode of predators, number of predator species
(single vs multiple), number of prey species (single vs multiple),
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Fig. 1 Four hypothetical scenarios and predictions. We predict that complex habitats reduce prey mortality in a simple predator-prey
interaction (a). The presence of top predators undermines the benefits of habitat complexity for prey survival (b, c) or when there are multiple
competing predator species (d).
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absence/presence of the top predator, ecosystems, and field vs lab
experiments. The detailed statistical analysis is provided in
Supplementary Note 3. A list of hunting modes is provided in
Supplementary Data 2.

COMPLEX HABITATS GENERALLY REDUCE PREDATION
PRESSURE
Our results indicate that complex habitats reduce predation
pressure (mean effect size=−0.85, 95% CI=−1.14 to −0.55, Figs.
2d and 3); however, the effects are heterogeneous (I2= 82%). This
is mostly attributable to variation among studies (37.94%),
predator species (30.93%), and prey species (13.38%). Complex
habitats also reduce the intensity of predator foraging behaviour
(mean effect size=−0.74, 95% CI=−1.41 to −0.07, Fig. 2d) and
(non-significantly) predator activity level (mean effect size=
−1.44, 95% CI=−3.16 to 0.28, Fig. 2d). Interestingly, complex
habitats also reduce prey activity levels (mean effect size=−0.42,
95% CI=−0.83 to −0.01, Fig. 2d), implying that prey spend more
time hiding in shelters. Heterogeneity and moderation analyses
for intensity of predator foraging behaviour, predator activity, prey
anti-predator behaviour, and prey activity are shown in Supple-
mentary Tables 1 and 2. Analysis of predation pressure while
controlling for predator phylogeny is provided in Supplementary
Table 3 (prey phylogeny captured less than 0.1% of the variance,
see Supplementary Note 3), and the result is consistent with our
other analyses.
Negative effects of habitat complexity on predation pressure

are consistent for both field and laboratory experiments, for
experiments using either single or multiple prey species, and both
marine and freshwater systems (Fig. 3). However, the results for
terrestrial systems are highly variable. Additional habitat

complexity studies in terrestrial systems are needed to address
this deficit. Contrary to our predictions, hunting modes of
predators do not influence the effect of habitat complexity on
predation pressure. Unexpectedly, predation pressure is also lower
in complex habitats where there are ambush predators (Fig. 3).
This result is probably due to reduced prey activity in complex
habitats (Fig. 2d) leading to fewer encounters with ambush
predators34.
Predator assemblage influences the effect of habitat complexity

on predation pressure. The negative effect of habitat complexity
on predation pressure appears to be weaker in the presence of a
top predator (presence: mean effect size=−0.41, 95% CI=−0.85
to 0.04; absence: mean effect size=−0.88, 95% CI=−1.17 to
−0.59) or for experiments using multiple predator species (single
predator species: mean effect size=−0.90, 95% CI=−1.21 to
−0.59; multiple predator species: mean effect size=−0.52, 95%
CI=−1.13 to 0.08), especially when the predators have different
hunting modes (mean effect size=−0.29, 95% CI=−1.27
to 0.69).
In our dataset, we detected some small sample bias (Egger’s

regression35 with raw effect sizes: intercept=−4.66, SE= 0.37,
P < 0.001; Egger’s regression with residuals: intercept=−2.47,
SE= 0.45, P < 0.001) and time-lag bias (estimate = 0.05, 95%
CI= 0.02–0.08). Older papers and studies with small sample size
are likely to report negative effects of habitat complexity on
predation pressure. To test the robustness of the results, we re-ran
the analyses excluding relatively small studies (top 10% of
sampling variances) and those showing large negative effects
(smallest 10% of effect sizes), nevertheless, the results are
generally consistent (Supplementary Tables 4 and 5). Publication
bias analyses of predator foraging behaviour, predator activity,
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Fig. 2 Overview of the dataset. a Bar plot of the number of effect sizes from each ecosystem and field vs lab experiments. b, c Bar plot of the
number of effect sizes in each taxonomic group (class) for predator and prey species. “Multiple” class indicates the predator or prey species
come from multiple classes. d Forest plot of the mean effect sizes (95% confidence interval) for predator activity, predator foraging behaviour,
predator-prey interaction outcome, prey activity, and prey anti-predator behaviour. The circles indicate the raw effect sizes with the diameter
of the circle indicating the precision (inverse of the square root of variance). k values indicate the number of effect sizes, and N values indicate
the number of studies.
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prey activity and prey anti-predator behaviour are provided in
Supplementary Table 6.

HABITATS COMPLEXITY, PREDATION PRESSURE AND HABITAT
RESTORATION
In this Perspective, we attempt to link two ecological phenomena
that are known to influence species abundance and richness:
habitat complexity1–3 and predation pressure7,8. Our results show
that habitat complexity reduces predation pressure, and we posit
that this is one of the mechanisms underlying the
complexity–diversity relationship. Easing of predation pressure in
complex habitats should mean less competition for limited
predator-free space, wider foraging areas and more opportunities
to use available resources—helping develop and stabilise niche
differentiation and promoting prey species coexistence14,36. Note,
our meta-analysis only examines the effects of habitat complexity
on predation pressure and does not demonstrate directly an
increase in species abundance and diversity.
When there were multiple predator species or in the presence

of top predators, the benefits of complex habitats for the prey
survival became less evident. Predation events occurring among
predator species and top predators can lessen the density and
foraging activity of intermediate predators, thus easing predation
pressure on prey27,28,36. As complex habitats reduce the impact of
top predators on intermediate predators, the benefits of complex
habitats for prey appear to be partially cancelled out, which is
consistent with a previous meta-analysis based study30. This result
can also help explain another meta-analysis that revealed habitat
complexity (more diverse plant species) had a positive effect on
the abundance and diversity of natural enemies (including
predators), but the abundance and diversity of pest species (the
prey) were not reduced37, again because the increased habitat
complexity, as well as increased diversity in predators, potentially
cancelled each other out.
What are the implications of our findings for restoration and

ecological engineering efforts that are trying to counter anthro-
pogenic habitat simplification? Although habitat complexity plays

a critical role in species richness and abundance1,2, identifying
which habitat parameters should be manipulated continues to be
a challenge9 because of the limited understanding of underlying
mechanisms6. Based on data presented here, “soft” restoration
efforts that create shelter from predators should lead to positive
prey abundance and diversity outcomes. Similarly, ‘hard’ ecologi-
cal engineering solutions, such as artificial coral reefs38 need to be
designed in such a way as to provide appropriate refuges, for
example, by matching shelter size to prey size39. Finally, less
predation pressure may not necessarily result in the desired
outcome of a restoration programme. Reducing foraging success
in predators can lead to a decrease in their population size—and if
the predators represent food for human consumption40, or are
needed for pest control41, other strategies will likely be more
appropriate.
The results of our meta-analysis show how habitat complexity

leads to a reduction in predation pressure and, we argue,
therefore has a positive effect on prey diversity and abundance.
However, we acknowledge that we do not provide a “smoking
gun” and there are undoubtedly additional mechanisms involved,
such as resource availability. New research is needed, including
manipulative experiments that test for the effects of complexity
on biodiversity with and without predator pressure.

DATA AVAILABILITY
Data and codes are available from the figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.14844852), including the initially extracted data, list of predator and
prey species and their classes (search via Kingdoms of Life Being Barcoded, http://
www.barcodinglife.com/index.php/TaxBrowser_Home), data processing scripts and
statistical analysis scripts.
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